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Meme Mafia
Power. Influence. Wealth.

The Meme Mafia project and supporting ERC20 digital assets celebrate the incredibly 
popular meme culture within crypto with an added Mafia-style twist. Organized families 
and communities can accomplish amazing things!  Power, wealth, and influence reign 
supreme within memes. Anyone saying otherwise underestimates the meme community!

This whitepaper covers the core features of the Meme Mafia project and its ERC20 digital 
assets, the MEMEMAFIA token and the GRUMBLE token. Key features:

• Built to support Memes, awesome tokenomics, safe and strong contract features, 
long-term LP locks with renounced contracts, and the MEMEMAFIA and GRUMBLE 
tokens integrated together to provide a mutually supporting environment. 

• Meme sector voting & buybacks for the top 10 top-ranked ERC20 meme projects and 
their key stats, buybacks of those tokens occur every 90 days for staking with 
ArchAngel.

• Meme Mafia Army (MMA) NFT Collections with 1-of-1 characters in extremely limited 
collections. Each character is unique and will never be reproduced in subsequent 
MMA collections. Ownership of the generational NFTs also makes owners eligible for 
massive drawings and rewards, all fed by MEMEMAFIA and GRUMBLE txn taxes.

• Pay Off Wallets are designated for each MMA NFT collection & collect Ethereum for 
90 days from transaction taxes. The countdown timer is published on the Pay Off page. 
Once the timer expires, Pay Off NFT owners evenly share 100 of that wallet’s contents.    

The objective of Meme Mafia is to sustain the fun-loving meme culture within crypto 
while offering opportunities to trade digital assets on the open market. Everyone has 
their favorite memes that they support, and Meme Mafia provides a space for the entire 
meme community to support their projects and have some fun while executing their 
digital asset strategies. 

Welcome to Meme Mafia.  
Welcome to The Family!



Tokenomics, Contract Features, Token Distribution

ERC20 Contract Address: 0xFc1D08fbb8aa9de84E788168a0a93B4FE96e901E 

Token Symbol:  MEMEMAFIA Official Website:  https://mememafia.vip/
Blockchain:  Ethereum  Official Twitter:  https://twitter.com/mememafiatoken
Decimals:  9    Official Telegram:  https://t.me/mememafia_token
      Official Email:  Official@MemeMafia.VIP  
      NFT Collection: https://opensea.io/MemeMafia

Tokenomics:    Token Distribution
1 Billion Total Supply   95.5% Deployed to Uniswap
1% Buy and Sell Tax   4.5% reserved for Exchanges in Gnosis MultiSig
0% Transfer Tax
100% Liquidity Locked for 50 years through Team Finance
Contract Verified with 100/100 scores and zero critical vulnerabilities
Contract Renounced 
No Airdrops, No Presales, and No Team Wallets, a true fair launch
Tokens for influencers & marketers purchased and reserved in named & visible ENS wallets

The Meme Mafia Token
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Tokenomics, Contract Features, Token Distribution

Contract Address:  0x940DE1ACDFa8645fCea718c2592DD2235F058776

Token Symbol:  GRUMBLE
Blockchain:  Ethereum
Decimals:  18  
      
Tokenomics:    
• 100 Trillion Total Supply   
• 1% Buy and Sell Tax, 0% transfer tax
• 100% token deployment to Uniswap
• 100% LP lock for 50 years
• No team tokens, presales, or airdrops
• Contract verified and renounced
• No Blacklist

Grumble is a crazy, fun-loving family of memes from the mighty Degen mountains. Their wild attitudes 
energize the entire meme community with no regard to the fuzzy dogs or slimy frogs of past cycles.

Grumble incorporates all the best qualities to create the perfect meme. There are tons of zeros to burn 
using an insanely efficient ERC20 smart contract. Contract is verified and renounced with no blacklist 
function. Taxes are just 1% on buys and sells and 0% on transfers. 100% of collected taxes from 
transactions are used for buybacks and burns, marketing, community fun, and adding INSANE rewards to 
the super-limited NFT collection from Meme Mafia. Grumble pounced in with a fair stealth launch with no 
presales, airdrops, or team tokens. 
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What’s next for 
Grumble? Watch this 

crazy family of 
loveable Memes 
revolutionize the 

meme space. This is 
your chance to get in 
early and rumble with 
Grumble through the 

next bull run.

Grumble’s contribution to the Meme 
Mafia and the Grumble Token
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Meme Sector Voting and Project Stats
We use Guardian Platform and Coin Gecko to determine the top 10 ERC20 Meme 
projects (by market cap) every 90 days.  Guardian provides a live price tracker for those 
top 10 projects with direct links to their token data pages. Just click on the project’s 
logo! 

The entire meme sector can vote for their favorite 2 ERC20 projects every 24 hours.  

The voting period for the posted block ends when the countdown timer reaches zero.
At that time, Meme Mafia will spend 50% of all transaction taxes on token Buy Backs 
of the top two voted projects! The meme sector is then reevaluated, the timer is reset 
for 90 days, and a new Top 10 list (live prices and voting) is posted on the website.  

It is highly likely that new ERC20 projects will enter the Top 10 as the list resets every 
90 days based on meme project market cap values. Newly launched projects might 
experience rapid growth and could end up in the new Top 10 list for voting and buy 
backs. Which families will work their way up to that level? 

Be sure to vote every day as the results of your voting could add significant value to 
your favorite project(s) and have a positive impact on the value of their digital asset! 

Meme Mafia
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Buy Backs & Staking
Project voting is super important because 50% of the Meme Mafia token transaction 
taxes are used to execute token buybacks of the top two ERC20 vote getters.  

When the voting timer reaches zero, the Meme Mafia Project Manager will take 50% of 
all transaction taxes accumulated during that timeframe and will purchase the native 
tokens of the two vote winners (25% of taxes p/winner). These buy backs could be 
significant depending on MEMEMAFIA transaction volume. 

100% of the purchased tokens are then delivered to the ArchAngel Token Staking Pool 
where they are added to the Harvest for the next staking pool cycle. Those holders with 
staked ARCHA earn a percentage of the harvest rewards, and all tokens earned can be 
harvested to their wallets. The wallet that provided the tokens for staking is the wallet 
that receives the harvested rewards.  

Joining the ArchAngel staking pool is very easy. When you stake your ARCHA tokens, you 
earn tokens from every ARCHA ecosystem project, AND now, with Meme Mafia, stakers 
also earn the top ranked and most popular meme tokens in the entire meme sector. 

Meme Mafia

1.  Buy ARCHA (ERC20) on Uniswap (use slippage of 6% or 7%):  
0x36e43065e977bc72cb86dbd8405fae7057cdc7fd

2.  When the staking pool is open for new staking, visit the ArchAngel official website 
(https://archangeltoken.com/) and click on the Staking page link.  

3. Connect your wallet, read and accept all the terms, and click on the Gabriel V3 pool.  

4. Enter the number of ARCHA tokens you want to stake (or use Max for all, 250T max). 
You will be required to sign two transactions in your wallet, one to interact with the 
staking pool and the second approval is to transfer tokens to the pool. Manual Harvest 
occurs every 90 days and Harvest normally lasts for 2 weeks (website always posts dates).

https://archangeltoken.com/


Meme Mafia Army (MMA) NFTs

Meme Mafia
Meme Mafia NFT Collection

The MMA NFT Collection contains ONLY 1-of-1 NFTs. They can be used for PFPs, or you can sell or trade 
them with other meme enthusiasts and NFT investors. You may end up with a Pay Off NFT which 
means you own a percentage of that collection’s dedicated Pay Off wallet.  You may also land a Kick 
Back NFT and earn $25-$250 in USDC when that collection’s timer expires.  

Unique & Rare: The MMA provides meme enthusiasts with a unique meme character that exist no 
other place within the meme world. These .03 Eth NFTs are all 1-of-1 and will never be minted again. 
Browse through the Generation collections to find that one you like. Hold your NFTs so that you are 
eligible for rewards and drawings reserved ONLY for NFT and token holders. Transaction taxes from 
GRUMBLE feed massive rewards back to holders, so get your NFTs and tokens early and hold them!

NFT collections are released by Generation with associated Pay Off wallets (see next page). New 
characters are added to each collection, but the collections will NEVER exceed 250 NFTs. 
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Meme Mafia
Unlock special Meme Mafia Army NFTs for your share of the Pay Offs
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